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Alternatives for a new future

Highlights
The AIMA Global Investor Forum convened 460 industry professionals from 26 countries on October 6 and 7 to discuss the next chapter of the alternatives industry and to celebrate AIMA’s 30th anniversary.

Expert panels and keynote interviews covered timely topics such as the role of alternative assets in investors’ portfolios, what next generation managers need to do in order to succeed and the growing awareness of the importance of diversity and inclusion efforts, alongside 1-on-1 meetings that drove charitable donations to Help For Children to fund the fight against child abuse.
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Alternative investments are here to stay

- A recent JP Morgan study predicted that the expected return for a 60/40 allocation for the next 10 years would be at 3.5%, which is far lower than investors have come to expect. The disappointment of anaemic returns from traditional investments is leading to more investors turning to the alternatives space for solutions.

- The hedge fund industry has been very resilient through the current pandemic-induced market turmoil, much as it avoided many of the stresses experienced during the 2008-09 crisis. Investors across all jurisdictions shared the view that the industry has passed the acid test when it comes to operational robustness.

- In addition to the advantages that alternative investments can offer portfolios, they are also benefiting the real economy. Private credit firms, for example, have actively been ensuring that their investee companies have sufficient liquidity to weather this period of economic crisis.

---

Investors are seeking alpha production and drawdown protection

- In a world of low interest rates, aging demographics and a backlash against globalisation, alternatives can provide a good source of steady and stable returns that are important to matching liabilities – a key aspect for investors such as pension funds.

- Large allocators also need strategies that can do this at scale. While questions abound regarding industry capacity, there is plenty of room to grow. The hedge fund industry grew from $250bn a quarter of a century ago to around $3trn today, but during the same period the public equity markets have grown from $20trn to $115trn.
Responsible investing remains a priority to drive both change and returns

- Investors around the world are increasingly committed to ESG and responsible investment. It is becoming more common for investors to use data, from traditional and non-traditional sources, to develop ESG models to evaluate external managers and the impact of external factors like climate change and to ensure that they are implementing the right kind of policies to drive positive change.

- Regulation driven by European regulators will also have an impact on managers outside the region in terms of both reporting and data collection.

Innovation, culture, and alignment are the keys to success for the industry’s next chapter

- Hedge funds tipped for success have been at the forefront of adopting new technology and remain committed to innovation for both portfolio management and risk management.

- Despite the challenges of breaking out, opportunities remain for the next generation of investment managers. Investors that actively invest with early stage managers appreciate that newer investment managers generally offer better transparency and fees, and, in the hedge fund space particularly, these "hungry" managers can quickly adapt their strategy to changing market environments.

- For those managers who are starting out, the biggest piece of advice is to be open and transparent with allocators. This can include having skin in the game or designing a fee structure that ensures alignment of interests with their investors.

- Mainland China offers an abundance of new talent and technology but requires careful due diligence.

- Investment managers are increasingly aware of the necessity to recruit more diverse talent and create cultures of inclusion. While it must be taken seriously by the firm’s senior leadership, all the people that work at the firm need to live this ethos.

- A strong culture can also help navigate the perils of succession planning and transition the investment management firm to the next generation, which must be considered a multi-year, and multi-role process with the right incentives.
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A sincere thank you to all of our speakers, sponsors, iConnections, Help For Children, our presenting and supporting event partners, our AIMA member volunteers, AIMA events team and all of our attendees for making this event a true success as we look forward to the next 30 years!